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AST ACCESS TO RELIABLE HEALTH SCIENCES INFORMATION

Announcements

Services
Message from the
Librarian
Among the Executive Actions signed by President
Biden during his first day in office is an Executive
Order on “Advancing Racial Equity and Support
for Underserved Communities Through the
Federal Government. ” While addressing Federal
agencies, the importance of a systemic approach
to furthering racial equality among other public
and private institutions is noted too. The Baystate
Health Sciences Library is committed to equity
and inclusion measures and identifying new ways
to promote these important goals. During the
month of February when we have often
recognized Black History Month with book talks or
other activities, the Library reminds the Baystate
Community of our growing collection of diversity
and inclusion books as part of a joint effort with
the Office of Education to combat racism and
promote equity. These titles may be found in the
Library’s subject guide and in our online catalog
and are shelved to the immediate right upon
entering the Library. Along with an expanding list
of equity anti-racism books, our subject guide
includes relevant journal articles, selected
Baystate Grand Rounds and other videos - and
even a PubMed search feed. As new content is
published, the Library again invites members of
the Baystate community to make
recommendations or consider donating from our
wish list. Donations may be made anonymously or
in honor or in memory of a person or event –
which we will recognize with a formal book plate
if desired. The Library will continue to find new
ways in both our virtual and on-site informationrich environment to promote inclusion and racial
equity and combat racism and prejudice. For
more information contact us: library@bhs.org

Ellen Brassil, MLIS, MAT AHIP

Accessing Library Resources
All of our electronic subscriptions
(journals, e-books, databases) are IP
authenticated, which means you do not
need an institutional login to access
these resources, but you do need to be

Congratulations to Dr. Amy
Gottlieb on the publication of
her brand new book: Closing
the Gender Pay Gap in
Medicine: a Roadmap for
Healthcare Organizations and
the Women Physicians Who
Work for Them.
Now available at the Health
Sciences Library
W 79 G684c 2021

within Baystate’s IP range. Network
access can be achieved through: (1) any
computer at a Baystate Health location,
(2) the Citrix portal, or (3) an OpenAthens
account. You can also use the BrowZine
app to access our journals from your
mobile device. If you would like more
detailed information on these various
access points, please check out our Accessing Articles and Databases Handout, or
contact the library with any questions (library@baystatehealth.org

Important Changes to NCBI Accounts Coming in 2021
Do you login to NCBI to use MyNCBI, SciENcv, or
MyBibliography? Do you submit data to NCBI? If
so, you’ll want to read further to get a first glimpse
atNCBI
someaccounts that will be coming in 2021.
of some important changes to
NCBI will be transitioning to….(read more).
Feel free to contact the library at ext. 41865 for detailed guidance.

New Education Tools from VisualDx
Looking for new resources to spice up your
clinical decision teaching or learning? Check
out a series of case vignettes and pop quizzes
created by VisualDx and available for you to
download from Dropbox: VisualDx Education
Resources

Recent Additions to the Library
Catalog

Index Medicus served us well

Atlas of gastrointestinal pathology : a
pattern-based approach to neoplastic
biopsies. 2019
Lam-Himlin, D.

As our knowledge of medicine evolved, so did the
resources we used to acquire that knowledge.
From 1879 to 2004, Index Medicus was the print
bibliographic index of medical articles.

Closing the gender pay gap in medicine :
a roadmap for healthcare organizations
and the women physicians who work for
them. 2021
Gottlieb, Amy S.

Essentials of Osborn's brain : a
fundamental guide for residents and
fellows. 2020
Osborn, Anne G.

Our Library holds 100+ years of these volumes.

We now use The National Library of Medicine’s PubMed, among
many other important tools, in our search for information, answers
and knowledge.

UpToDate Advanced
UpToDate, one of the Library’s premiere point-of-care tools launched an enhanced
version not long ago that’s now included with Baystate’s basic UpToDate subscription

Robbins & Cotran pathologic basis of
disease. Tenth edition. 2021
Robbins, Stanley L.

– when accessing from the mobile app, Internet browser or integrated within the
electronic health record. UpToDate Advanced, offers two new components: Clinical
Pathways and, Laboratory Interpretations to reduce variation in care and improve

Rockwood and Green's fractures in
adults. Ninth edition. 2020
Tornetta, Paul.

patient outcomes.
Clinical Pathways is based exclusively on content synthesized from UpToDate and
helps the clinician adjust care management when initial pathways fail.

Rockwood and Wilkins' fractures in
children. Ninth edition. 2020

•

Employs an interactive process utilizing input specific to the patient.

•

Combines clinician’s expertise, current evidence and patient-specific factors
to offer immediate guidance.

Scheuer's liver biopsy interpretation.
Tenth edition. 2021
Lefkowitch, Jay H.

•

Includes summary recommendations.

•

Provides clinical guidelines and evidence-based literature in "Related
Content".

Soft tissue and bone. 2021
Montgomery, Elizabeth.

Waking Up White. First edition. 2014
Irving, Debby.

Lab Interpretations is useful whenever lab results raise questions:
•

Review and choose next likely steps.

•

Monographs use algorithms offering quick summaries to browse for most
likely conditions.

•

Recommends follow-up.

A combination of over 11 thousand UpToDate topics, graphics and other features
helped develop UpToDate Advanced. Baystate clinicians can expect instruction and

Did you know?

database support options from the Health Sciences Library in the weeks ahead to

If you are experiencing an access problem,

contact the Library: (413) 794-1865 or library@bhs.org with your questions.

answer questions and ensure optimal use. Watch this brief introductory video or

oftentimes simply switching your Browser to
Google Chrome can resolve the issue.
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